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As Editor-in-Chief of the journal, I would like to express

my sincere appreciation to all editorial advisers, editors,

authors and reviewers who have supported us for the last

10 years. As a problem-driven discipline, sustainability

science is concerned with addressing practical challenges

caused by climate change, habitat and biodiversity loss,

and poverty among others. At the same time, it tries to

investigate root causes of problems by generating new

knowledge or structuring current knowledge systems in a

holistic way to enhance understanding of global sustain-

ability. Some of the key characteristics are application of a

systems approach, transdisciplinary, participation, genera-

tion of social learning and a problem-solving perspective.

We started this journal in 2006. The journal has

expanded in many ways, from being biannual issues with

all e-mail correspondence, we are now publishing

bimonthly using a manuscript management system with

thousands of registered users, as well as a core group of

sustainability scientists who use the journal to disseminate

their work and volunteer their time as reviewers.

In terms of research, it has expended in at least three

main ways;

• one is as a distinct scientific endeavour, with its own

methods and approaches,

• second as a consideration in existing fields ranging

from education to engineering, to business management

and all areas of the natural sciences, social sciences and

humanities, and

• third, development has been the formation of networks of

research groups to enable a transdisciplinary approach

that is necessary in describing complex problems such as

climate change or disaster risk reduction.

Challenges of sustainability science include the continued

need for stakeholders in different disciplines and roles to

work together to identify, understand and also implement the

change, especially collaboration with business sector is a big

challenge. The opportunities lie in the enormous uptake of

sustainability thinking into academic research, such that

many disciplines are looking at this angle, and it has created a

community of sustainability scientists that are eager to make

change. Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) has given a

very good opportunity to mainstream sustainability science

discipline at all the levels.

As a conclusion of this message article, I would like to

address three key directions for Sustainability Science for

the next 10 years:

1. Provide scientific knowledge and instruments for

implementation of SDGs at various scales around the

globe. In particular, downscaling and localization of 17

SDGs with effective and evidence-based monitoring

and evaluation of their implementation will be one of

the key tasks for the journal.

2. Continuously improve scientific quality and visibility

of the journal through linking with relevant research

and educational networks in the world including Future

Earth, International Council for Science (ICSU) which

will be merged with International Social Science

Council (ISSC) in the near future.

3. Further mainstreaming sustainability science approach

and contributing to social transformation toward sus-

tainability in collaboration with policy makers, practi-

tioners and business sectors as well as researchers.
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